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ITH two October wins, Alan

Spence’s Dominating (above)
has joined that select group of

horses within the Kingsley Park string who

have won five races this year.

A son of his owner’s Jukebox Jury,

Dominating was always likely to improve

with age and distance. So it was hugely

encouraging that he was able to win at two,

landing a Kempton nursery over a mile.

That success saw Dominating start his

three-year-old career off a mark of 67, and

wins at Nottingham, Sandown and

Musselburgh by mid-July saw his rating

rise to 82. 

Two decent runs in defeat in September

saw the gelding enter October rated 86,

and ready to contest a typically

competitive handicap at Ascot on October

6.

The two-mile handicap boasted 10

runners, seven of which

were older horses. Ridden

by PJ McDonald,

Dominating headed the

leader, Perfect Summer,

with fully a quarter of a

mile to run and looked to

have the race sewn up. However, the six-

year-old Altaayil threw down a determined

challenge in the closing stages, the pair

racing upsides 100 yards from the finish.

To his credit, Dominating showed real

tenacity in asserting near the post to win by

a neck.

Not at his best at York a week later,

Dominating went to Pontefract for the Phil

Bull Conditions Trophy over two and a

quarter miles on October 23 on a mark of

91. 

A small but select field went to post for

the race which commemorates the

mathematician, gambler, racehorse

owner/breeder and form guru Phil Bull.

La Fritillaire was sent into a clear lead

by Graham Lee, with Dominating leading

the chasing pack. It looked a decent

advantage, but Dominating and the others

began to take closer order three furlongs

from home, and the Kingsley Park gelding

took over in the lead with a quarter of a

mile to run.

Dominating was staying on well, while

the experienced Suegioo was noted

making some headway in the penultimate

furlong. Nursed home by PJ McDonald,

Dominating won by three-quarters of a

length from Suegioo, with La Fritillaire

two and three-quarter lengths back in third.

Fingers crossed, Dominating will prove

even better at four. His dam, Dominante

raced only at three, but she was a decent

racemare, winning a Hanover maiden and

a Listed event at Krefeld, both over 11

furlongs. She also finished second in the

German Oaks, the Preis der Diana at

Dusseldorf, and third in the Group 1

Grosser Dallmayr Preis – Bayerisches

Zuchtrennen at Munich. Being by Monsun,

there is plenty of stamina on her side of the

pedigree.

And, as you will read on p.7, in winning

at Pontefract Dominating

carved his name into the

history of MJR in a special

way, with his win being

Mark’s 4,000th in a British

Flat event.

Dominating takes Phil Bull Trophy

Dominating carved his name into the
history of MJR with his win being

Mark’s 4,000th in a British Flat event
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Mark’s 4,000 wins . . .

now that’s Dominating!


